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Humanity will change more in the next 
20 years than in the previous 300 years





Almost everything that can be digitised or automated… will be



Robotic cars, ships, planes, pets…friends?



Software is eating …the world



Will software ‘eat’ this world?



Exponential Digitization. Automation. Optimization 
Disintermediation. Virtualization. Robotization…



Dramatic Evolution in Human-Machine ‘Relationships’



(inside brain sound)

The Internet of Things: 227 Billion devices by 2020
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The Internet of Things: 227 Billion devices by 2020
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The Internet of Things: 227 Billion devices by 2020



We are at the take-off point of exponential changes

Source: Dion Hinchliffe



Twitter: @gleonhard

via mashable.com

Don’t be mistaken just because most ‘intelligent 
technology’ was actually pretty foolish until now

http://mashable.com


Everyone and everything is moving into the Cloud…



Yet, even if algorithmic relevance scales to 20%…





http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

But…denial is not a river in Egypt 

Source: Frank Diana TCS and McKinsey



http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/google-translate-has-ambitious-goals-for-machine-translation-a-921646.html



http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/google-translate-has-ambitious-goals-for-machine-translation-a-921646.html
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Where or how is your business digitally contestable?



Industry definitions and borders are dissolving



“A January 2013 Columbia 
University study suggested that with 

a fleet of just 9,000 autonomous 
cars, Uber could replace every taxi 

cab in New York City, and that 
passengers would wait an average 
of 36 seconds for a ride that costs 

about $0.50 per mile”
http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/

http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/


Exponential increases in the sheer velocity of change



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

80 startups are now valued at over $1 Billion
…promising tech startup earning a valuation of more than $1 billion from venture capitalists, so becoming a “unicorn” in tech parlance.

http://uk.businessinsider.com/mobile-tech-unicorns-double-in-a-year-digi-capital-2015-2?r=US



List of recently funded startups 
in the translation business 

(angel.co)

http://angel.co


Exponential 
Velocity



The coming information, data, knowledge and ‘intelligence’ explosion

Example: Google Now On Tap (Android)







Man-Machine Convergence: ETA 2027 ?



Cognitive computing



“… using neural networks, benefiting from the large quantity of text 
available online in multiple languages. Dr Ng, now at Baidu, thinks good 
speech-recognition programs running on smartphones could bring the 

internet to many people in China who are illiterate, and thus struggle with 
ordinary computers. At the moment, 10% of the firm’s searches are conducted 

by voice. He believes that could rise to 50% by 2020”





The Moravec Paradox will hold for another 10+ years 



“Machines find it easy to do things humans find hard (vast 
maths problems), and yet find it hard to do things humans 

find easy (language, natural movement)”



Human-Machine evolutions: from type to speak to… think?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology becomes invisible; moves inside (of us, too)

Image: Minority Report The Movie

MSFT Hololens



Poll Results (1)



“Imagination is more important than knowledge” *Einstein



As technology makes scarcity harder, abundance increases in almost all areas



Consumers as well as businesses now 
have an increasing abundance of choices



Digital hyper-efficiency often reduces the margins and 
‘price per unit’ significantly (aka digital darwinism)



How to respond: add streams of new values, find new 
scarcities, strengthen the brand, become indispensable
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The future of business: algorithms and ‘humarithms’



https://marikaya.wordpress.com/2007/04/03/holism-versus-reductionism/

The Vaucason Duck, Descartes and Reductionism



https://marikaya.wordpress.com/2007/04/03/holism-versus-reductionism/

The Vaucason Duck, Descartes and Reductionism



Using technology 
(efficiency)

@gleonhard

Pursuing humanness  
(humanity)



Subjective reasoning 
Understanding 

Imagination 
Negotiation 
Questioning 
Designing 

Storytelling 
Connecting 
Creativity 

Empathising 
……



Machines are for answers, humans are for questions (K Kelly)







Live Poll Resultats (2)
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Exponential opportunity-challenges



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Velocity 
Unorthodoxy 
Collaboration 

Agility *



“Imagination is more important than knowledge” *Einstein



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Engage with startups and innovators

Where or how is your business digitally contestable?



Hyper-collaboration not hyper-competition



Add values, find new scarcities, strengthen the brand, become indispensable…







Because of the increasing role of technology, imagination 
is becoming absolutely crucial: shift to the right brain!



Embrace technology and focus on humanity



Thanks for your kind attention! 
Now - let’s talk!
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